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Abstract: The use of higher order approximations to the Radiative transport
equation, through simplified spherical harmonics expansion (SPN) in optical
tomography are presented. It is shown that, although the anisotropy factor
can be modeled in the forward problem, its sensitivity to the measured
boundary data is limited to superficial regions and more importantly, due to
uniqueness of the inverse problem it cannot be determined using frequency
domain data. Image reconstruction through the use of higher ordered models
is presented. It is demonstrated that at higher orders (for example SP7) the
image reconstruction becomes highly under-determined due to the large
increase in the number of unknowns which cannot be adequately recovered.
However, reconstruction of diffuse parameters, namely optical absorption
and reduced scatter have shown to be more accurate where only the
sensitivity matrix used in the inverse problem is based on SPN method and
image reconstruction is limited to these two diffuse parameters.
©2009 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Near infrared (NIR) optical tomography is a non-invasive imaging modality in which the
optical properties within a volume of interest can be reconstructed using measured
transmission and reflectance NIR data. These calculated optical maps can then be used to
derive functional and structural information about the tissue being imaged [1–3].
In recent years, several NIR imaging systems have been developed with specific
applications such as the detection and characterization of breast cancer [1,4–7] and functional
imaging of the brain [8–12]. More recently the use of biological markers for function specific
optical imaging has led to the development of novel imaging systems and algorithms that aim
to recover images of function specific activity within small animals using, for example,
fluorescence [13–15] or bioluminescence markers [16–20].
Most NIR imaging systems rely on the use of a model based image reconstruction
algorithm in which the light distribution within the imaging domain is approximated to
provide a match to measured boundary data [21–23] and therefore providing an estimate to the
optical parameters within the medium being imaged. The most commonly applied model for
the estimation of NIR light propagation in tissue is achieved through the Diffusion
Approximation (DA) to the Radiative Transport Equation (RTE) through its robustness in
implementation and computational speed and flexibility.
In order to accurately apply the DA, scattering effects within the medium must be
dominant over the absorption, i.e. µs’>>µa, where µs’ is the reduced scattering coefficient and
µa is the absorption coefficient. Whilst these conditions are generally applicable in most soft
tissue, the presence of non-scattering regions, such as the cerebrospinal fluid found within the
brain, or small source-detector separation, as encountered in small animal imaging, can mean
that the DA is not valid for all cases [24–28].
To accurately model NIR light propagation in small geometries, or models with high
absorption (such as for bioluminescence imaging), higher ordered forward models are needed
whereby the problem is no longer limited by the ‘diffuse’ approximation. Whilst Monte Carlo
simulations which are based on probabilistic models can produce accurate results, they tend to
be computationally slow to be of clinical use. Alternatively, numerical approximations to the
RTE can be used whereby light propagation is estimated through well established particle
transport models based on complex integral-differential equations, which can account for both
spatial and directional component of light propagation. The spherical harmonics (PN)
approximation of the RTE [29], for example, expands the angular components of radiance into
a series of spherical harmonics. This method has been successfully applied in optical imaging
but although more appropriate in conditions where the DA is not valid, it is still less than ideal
due to the computational cost incurred [29–32]. The discrete ordinates method (SN) is also a
common implementation of the RTE often encountered in nuclear physics which discretises
the angular components into a number of discrete directions. This method has also been used
successfully in optical imaging application but as in the latter case results in a much higher
computational cost as compared to the DA [27,33,34].
More recently, the application of Simplified Spherical Harmonics (SPN) approximation to
the RTE has been applied and studied [35,36]. The use of SPN methods have been
demonstrated to give accurate solutions for small geometries and in cases where the
source/detector separation is small. The SPN method has the advantage of requiring (N + 1)/2
equations where N is the number of Legendre Polynomials. This is in contrast to (N + 1)2
equations for the PN approximation, and N(N + 2) equations for the SN method, where N is the
number of allowed directions.
Due to the computational complexities outlined above, the vast majority of existing model
based reconstruction algorithms make use of the DA. The image reconstructions therefore aim
to form images of the absorption coefficient, µa and the diffusion coefficient κ = 1/3(µa + µs’)
where µs’ = (1-g)µs and µs and g are the scattering coefficient and anisotropic factor
respectively. One drawback of the application of the DA is that through the introduction of the
reduced scattering coefficient, information about the scattering phase function is lost [32] and
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assumed to be constant at g = 0.9 which is accepted as valid for soft tissue. Little work has
been done to investigate the effect of varying anisotropy factor within image reconstruction
and whether it is at all possible to approximate its value within the inverse problem. The effect
of anisotropic structures that affect the propagation of near-infrared photons according to their
direction is of current interest and structures have been experimentally shown to cause
direction dependence of light propagation in cases of chicken breast tissue and human skin
[37, 38]. The theoretical considerations have so far concentrated on developing ways to model
the anisotropic propagation of NIR light, and less emphasis has been put on exploring the
implications of anisotropic effects in image reconstruction.
In this study, SPN based models are used to study the effects of anisotropic scattering
factor on image reconstruction. More specifically the use of SPN methods have been utilized
to evaluate the sensitivity of measured boundary data from a frequency domain (FD)
measurement system (where amplitude and phase of the fluence are used at typically 100
MHz modulation frequency) to not only optical absorption and scatter but also anisotropy
factor. Through calculation of error-norm (residual) from a theoretical model, the uniqueness
of this problem is demonstrated. Furthermore, a framework for the use of SPN methods in
image reconstruction is presented.
2. Theory
2.1 Forward model
The forward problem is modeled using the SPN approximation to the RTE. The SPN equations
can be derived by taking the planar spherical harmonics approximation and replacing the 1D
derivatives with their 3D counterparts [35,36]. The SP7 approximation results in a set of four
coupled equations:
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where Q is the isotropic source term, φn are composite moments of the fluence and µan is the
nth order absorption coefficient given by:

µan ( x ) = µt ( x ) − µ s ( x ) g n

(2)

where the total attenuation coefficient µt is given by the sum of the absorption and scattering
coefficients (µt = µa + µs). In practice, however, it is only possible to experimentally record the
total fluence which is calculated from the composite moments as
2

8

16

ϕ = φ1 − φ2 + φ3 − φ4
3
15
35

(3)

If we assume that the composite moments are in fact measureable, the SPN approximation
introduces the possibility of reconstructing a wider range of optical parameters. Whereas the
DA allows the recovery of just µa and µs’, the SPN approximation allows the recovery of µa,
µa1, µa2, µa3, … µan and, from these values µs and g can be calculated through Eq. (2). It is
important to note that although it is possible to measure the angular dependence of the fluence
at the boundary through the use of optical fibers whose numerical aperture can be adjusted, it
is not clear how the composite moments as shown in Eq. (1) and 3 may be measured
experimentally. Nonetheless, for the purpose of the theoretical study presented here, it will be
assumed that these moments can be measured. The SPN equations have been implemented
using the NIRFAST package and previously validated using Monte Carlo models [36].

2.2 Image reconstruction
The goal of the inverse problem is the recovery of the optical properties, µ, by minimizing the
difference between the measured data ΦM and data calculated by the forward model ΦC using
a modified Tinkhonov minimization approach given by [22]
min

χ =
2

NN
 NM M
2
C 2
 ∑ ( Φ − Φ ) + λ ∑ ( µ j − µ0 ) 
j =1

µ  i =1

(4)

where NM is the number of measurements, NN is the number of nodes in the FEM, µ0 is an
initial estimate of the optical properties and λ is the Tikhonov regularization parameter. By
considering only the first order terms and applying the Levenberg-Marquardt procedure, this
leads to an update vector

δµ = ( J T J + λ I ) J T δΦ
−1

(5)

where λ = 2λ and J is the Jacobian matrix (δΦ δµ ) , often referred to as the weight matrix or
sensitivity matrix. The Jacobian defines the relationship between changes in calculated
boundary data due to small changes in the optical properties. If both phase and amplitude data
is available, the structure of the Jacobian becomes
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where δlnIi/δµj are sub-matrices that define changes in the ith measurement of log amplitude
due to a change in optical properties at node j, and δθi/δµj define changes in the ith
measurement of phase due to changes in optical properties at node j.
In this study, the Jacobian as presented in sections 3.1 – 3.3 is constructed using the
perturbation method and for section 3.4 these are calculated using the Reciprocity approach
which was validated using the perturbation method [39]. As the optical properties of the FEM
mesh were defined by absorption coefficient, scattering coefficient and anisotropy factor, the
final Jacobian was made up of three separate kernels with the form

J = [ J µa ; J µ s ; J g ]

(7)

where J µs , J µa and J g are the Jacobians due to changes in scattering coefficient, absorption
coefficient and anisotropy respectively and have the form
 δ log I
J µs = 
 δµ s

;

δθ 

δµ s 

(8a)

 δ log I
J µa = 
 δµa

;

δθ 

δµ a 

(8b)

 δ log I
Jg = 
 δg

;

δθ 
δ g 

(8c)

3. Methods and results

3.1 Sensitivity mapping
The sensitivity of the SP7 models to changes in optical properties were studied using a circular
geometry of 43 mm radius with 16 equally spaced and collocated sources and detectors as
shown in Fig. 1. The Jacobian was constructed using the perturbation method before being
mapped onto the mesh coordinates to produce a map of sensitivity to changes in optical
properties. The reference data was calculated using homogeneous optical properties of µa =
0.01 mm−1, µs = 10 mm−1, g = 0.9 and refractive index (n) = 1.33 using a modulation
frequency of 100MHz. The sources were modeled as point sources located at 1 mm inside the
boundary, to correspond with one reduced scattering distance as in DA.
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Fig. 1. FEM mesh, of 43mm radius, containing 1785 nodes and 3418 linear triangular elements.
Circles represent location of sources, crosses represent location of detectors.

The total sensitivity of log amplitude for all sources and detectors pairs to changes in
absorption coefficient is mapped in Fig. 2(a). Areas of high sensitivity exist in the regions
surrounding the sources and detectors with a much lower background sensitivity decreasing,
as expected, towards the centre of the domain. The negative magnitudes of sensitivity confirm
that increases in absorption lead to reductions in measurements of intensity. Figure 2(b) shows
the sensitivity of same data-type to scattering coefficient and of similar trend to the previous
case. The sensitivity scale for scattering is again negative but has a much lower magnitude
than that of absorption. Figure 2(c) shows that the sensitivity of intensity measurements to
changes in anisotropy factor and is again highly localized to the sources and detectors. The
magnitude of sensitivity of g is several orders lower than that of both absorption and
scattering.
Figures 2(a)-(b) show that increases in both the absorption and scattering coefficients lead
to decreases in intensity measurements. This suggests that it is not possible to distinguish
between the two effects. A decrease in intensity, for example, could be caused by either a
small increase in absorption or a large increase in scattering.

Fig. 2. Maps of sensitivity of log Amplitude data to changes in a) absorption, b) scattering and
c) anisotropy

Fig. 3. Maps of sensitivity of phase data to changes in a) absorption, b) scattering and c)
anisotropy

Figure 3(a) shows the sensitivity of phase measurements to changes in absorption
coefficient. It is evident that the sensitivity is greater in the regions surrounding the sources
and detectors as compared to the regions in between them. Additionally, the sensitivity
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although increasing to a maximum at a few scattering depths inside, it then decreases towards
the centre of the domain, which is consistent with previous findings [39]. The scattering
sensitivity map, Fig. 3(b), shows regions of very high sensitivity near the sources and
detectors with much lower sensitivity elsewhere. The magnitude of scattering sensitivity is
again much lower than that of absorption but with a positive scale. Sensitivity of phase
measurements to changes in anisotropy factor is again limited to the regions surrounding the
sources and detectors with a much lower magnitude as compared to absorption and scatter.
The results show that using log amplitude data alone, it is not possible to separate changes
due to perturbations in absorption and scatter properties since both result in the same effect
(i.e. increase in either absorption or scatter results in a decrease in log amplitude
measurements). With the introduction of phase data, however, it can be seen that changes in
amplitude and scatter have opposite effects on such data and so it is possible to distinguish
between perturbations in absorption or scatter. However, since scattering and anisotropy
factor have opposite sensitivities for both data-types, an increase in one parameter can be
compensated by a decrease in the other and vice-versa. Therefore the problem appears nonunique for reconstruction of scatter and anisotropy factor.
3.2 Uniqueness of boundary data
Next the uniqueness of the imaging problem is analyzed. The problem of non-uniqueness
arises when more than one set of optical property distributions lead to an identical set of
boundary data, in which case, the simultaneous recovery of multiple optical properties, such
as the absorption and scattering coefficients, is not possible [40].
The previously used circular mesh, Fig. 1, was used to test the uniqueness of the SP7
equations. A circular anomaly, with radius 10 mm, was inserted into the mesh as shown in
Fig. 4. The optical properties within the anomaly were perturbed with either the absorption
coefficient ranging between 0.0125mm−1 to 0.0375mm−1, scattering coefficient ranging
between 10mm−1 to 30mm−1 and anisotropy factor ranged between 0 and 1 and corresponding
boundary data for all possible combinations were calculated. These wide range of values are
chosen in order to allow a comprehensive study of their effect on problem uniqueness.
Reference data was also calculated using the optical properties of µa = 0.025 mm−1, µs = 20
mm−1 and g = 0.9. The absolute error (L1 norm) for each data-type between the reference and
each set of perturbed data was the defined as

δ = ∑ (ϕ ref − ϕ µ )

(9)

where ϕ ref is the reference homogeneous unperturbed boundary data (either phase or log
amplitude) and ϕ µ is the perturbed data. Figure 5(a) shows the map of error (Eq. (9) in
amplitude data for each combination of µa and µs. A large band of optical property
combinations exists for which the error between the reference data and perturbed data falls to
zero. These equivalent combinations lead to identical amplitude data at the boundary and, as
such, amplitude data alone is insufficient to recover both absorption and scattering properties
simultaneously. By introducing phase measurements, however, the number of non-unique
solutions can be minimized. Figure 5(b) shows the error map of phase measurements for the
same range of optical properties. In this case, the optical property combinations leading to
identical boundary data lie within a much more localized region. By combining the two data
types, however, Fig. 5(c), the solution can converge on a smaller range of optical properties
that lead to the perturbed boundary data.
The study was then repeated with varying absorption coefficients and anisotropy factors.
Figure 6(a) shows that a large band of non-unique optical property combinations exists for
amplitude measurements. The errors in phase measurements, Fig. 6(b), show an even larger
range of equivalent combinations. When combining the two data types, however, it can be
seen that the number of µa and g combinations leading to the reference data actually falls
within a smaller narrow region, Fig. 6(c).
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The map of error in amplitude measurements with varying µs and g, are also shown in Fig.
7. Figure 7(a), shows a large band of equivalent combinations of the two parameters for log
amplitude data. The error in phase data actually shows two large regions of non-unique optical
property combinations. The band of equivalent combinations in the amplitude error map is
parallel to one of the bands in the phase error map. As such, even when combining the two
data types, a large band of equivalent combinations still exists, Fig. 7(c), and therefore, even
with both phase and amplitude data, it is not possible to distinguish between changes due to
µ s and g.
By direct visual comparison between Figs. 6(c) and 7(c), it is evident that there exists a
large range of absorption, scatter and anisotropy factor that would give rise to the same
boundary measurements, even when considering both data-types and hence indicating the
non-uniqueness of the problem to reconstruct all three parameters.

Fig. 4. Circular mesh with a single inclusion of 10mm radius used to test uniqueness of
boundary measurements.

Fig. 5. Error maps of SP7 data with varying optical properties with arbitrary units of error. (a)
map of log(Amplitude) with varying µ a (y axis) and µ s (x axis), (b) same as (a) but for phase
and (c) error map of combined log(Amplitude) and Phase data.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for (a) map of log(Amplitude) data with varying g and µ a, (b) same
as (a) but for phase, (c) sum of (a) and (b)

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for (a) map of log(Amplitude) data with varying g and µ s, (b) same
as (a) but for phase, (c) sum of (a) and (b)

3.3 Uniqueness with the introduction of higher order terms
The use of higher ordered SPN approximations introduces a number of new variables, µan,
which are defined as in Eq. (2). These higher ordered absorption coefficients are dependent on
both µs and g and as such, may make it possible to separate the effects due to changes in the
two parameters, if it is assumed that the composite moments of the boundary data can be
measured.
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To test the uniqueness of the higher absorption orders, the values of µan for n = 1:4 (as
available for SP5) were calculated using optical properties of µa = 0.01 mm−1, µs = 20 mm−1
and g = 0.5 as a reference. The values of µan were then re-calculated with values of the
scattering coefficient ranging from 1mm−1 to 40mm−1 and the anisotropy factor ranging from
0.1 to 0.9.
Figure 8(a) shows the difference between the reference value of µa1 and those calculated
for each combination of scattering coefficient and anisotropy factor. There is a large band of
optical property combinations for which the residual falls to zero and therefore result in the
same value of µa1. Figure 8(b) shows the same differences between values of µa2. There is still
a large number of scattering coefficient / anisotropy factor combinations that lead to the same
value in this case, although slightly smaller than for µa1. Figures 8(c)-(d) show similar plots
for µa3 and µa4 respectively. It can be seen that as higher order moments of absorption are
considered, the number of scattering coefficient / anisotropy factor combinations leading to
the same value reduces, but does not converge to a particular combination. As such, the
scattering coefficient and anisotropy factors cannot be simultaneously identified.

Fig. 8. Maps of residuals between (a) µa1, (b) µa2, (c) µa3 and (d) µa4 for a range of scattering
coefficients and anisotropy factors as compared to a set of reference values. The range of
anisotropy factors is listed on the x-axes whilst the y-axes represent the range of scattering
coefficients.

3.4 Multi-parameter image reconstruction using the SPN approximation
SPN based image reconstruction algorithms were developed for N = 1, 3, 5 and 7 using the
modified Tikhonov minimization method. Test boundary data was generated using the same
circular geometry, Fig. 1, with µa = 0.01 mm−1, µs = 10 mm−1, g = 0.9 and n = 1.33. A highly
absorbing anomaly, with µa = 0.02 mm−1 and a highly scattering anomaly with µs = 20 mm−1,
were inserted into the mesh as shown in Fig. 9. Both anomalies have the same anisotropic
factor and refractive index as the background.
Each of the SPN reconstruction algorithms (for N = 1, 3, 5 and 7) was capable of
reconstructing different optical properties, depending on the order N. In order to test the
capability of each of the SPN models, the optical properties listed in Table 1 were
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reconstructed, and from these, values of µa and µs were extracted. For the inverse model, the
same mesh as the forward model was used without added noise to ensure that any errors in the
reconstructed optical maps were only due to the complexity of the higher ordered
approximations. Each of the algorithms were allowed to continue until there was less than a
0.1% change in successive iterations. The initial regularization parameter λ (Eq. (5) for all
algorithms was set to 10 times the maximum diagonal of the matrix JTJ and was reduced by a
factor of 100.25 at each iteration [22].
Figure 10(a) shows the reconstructed images generated using an SP1 based reconstruction
algorithm and SP1 forward data. The location of the two anomalies has been accurately
reconstructed. The background optical properties have been accurately recovered although the
values of the two anomalies have been over-estimated. The reconstructed image shows a
maximum absorption coefficient of 0.0249 mm−1 and a maximum scattering coefficient of
23.9 mm−1. The SP1 reconstruction required 32 iterations at 3.1 second per iteration to recover
the two relevant unknowns.

Fig. 9. FEM model with one highly absorbing target and one highly scattering target.
Table 1. Reconstructed values of SPN image reconstruction algorithms where the diffusion
terms κn = 1/(Aµan) where A is a constant.
Reconstruction model
Forward data used
Unknown parameters
SP1
SP1
κ1, µa
SP3
SP3
κ1, κ3, µa1, µa2
SP5
SP5
κ1, κ3, κ5, µa1, µa2, µa4
SP7
SP7
κ1, κ3, κ5, κ7,µa1, µa2, µa4, µa6
The SP3 reconstruction (using SP3 data) Fig. 10(b) has also accurately recovered the location and shape of the two
anomalies. The recovered absorption and scattering coefficients have underestimated the target values, returning
0.0189mm−1 and 17.3mm−1 respectively. Unlike the SP1 image, the SP3 reconstruction shows signs of cross talk
between the absorption and scattering images. The SP3 reconstruction required 13 iterations at 7.3 second per iteration
to recover the four relevant unknowns.

Reconstruction using the SP5 model (using SP5 data) is shown in Fig. 10(c). In this case,
the optical properties have again been overestimated with a maximum absorption coefficient
of 0.0224mm−1 and a maximum scattering coefficient of 21.4mm−1. The cross talk between
the absorption and scattering images is still present. The SP5 reconstruction required 34
iterations at 54 second per iteration to recover the six relevant unknowns.
The optical maps generated by the SP7 model (using SP7 data), Fig. 10(d) contains artifact
throughout the domain. The location of the highly absorbing target has been recovered with
poor size and contrast accuracy. The reconstruction failed to recover the highly scattering
target. It is likely that the failure of the SP7 reconstruction is due to the highly underdetermined nature of the problem. The SP7 model requires 8 unique variables to be calculated
at each node, i.e. 14280 unknowns, based on just 1920 boundary measurements. The SP7
reconstruction required 20 iterations at 52 second per iteration to recover the eight relevant
unknowns.
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed optical maps using a) SP1, b) SP3, c) SP5, d) SP7 based reconstruction
algorithms

3.5 Multi-parameter image reconstruction and hard priori information
The under-determined nature of the image reconstruction problems can be minimized with the
use of prior information. MRI data can be used, for example, to determine regions of similar
tissue types and therefore, regions of homogeneous optical properties [41]. This then reduces
the problem of calculating optical properties at every node to just a small number of known
regions.
The previous study was repeated using region-based reconstruction for the SPN methods
with N = 1, 3 and 5. The SP7 model has been omitted from further studies as the increase in
accuracy over the SP5 model has been shown to be very small and neglectable [35].
It can be seen (Fig. 11) that the use of prior information, whereby instead of reconstruction
the unknown parameters at each spatial variable, homogeneous values are estimated for each
unknown region (in this case 3) has enabled the SP5 reconstruction (when using SP5 forward
data) to accurately recover both targets. This is due to the vast reduction in the number of
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unknowns from 6 times the number of nodes (10710) to 6 times the number of regions (18).
The same findings (not shown) were found for SP1 and SP3 cases.

Fig. 11. Recovered optical map generated using SP5 reconstruction with prior information.

3.6 Diffusion based image reconstruction using the SPN approximation
As discussed earlier, the SPN approximations, Eqs. (1)(a)-(d), are based on composite
moments of fluence with the total flux calculated using Eq. (2). The SPN reconstruction
algorithms introduced so far were therefore based on various moments of the phase and
amplitude boundary data which attempted to recover all moments of absorption and scattering
coefficients. In practice, however, there are no experimental methods to easily measure the
angular components of amplitude and phase and so image reconstructions must be based on
total values of fluence. A new reconstruction algorithm was therefore developed that used the
SP5 model but only required measurements of phase and amplitude as available from the total
fluence and not composite moments.
The new reconstruction algorithm uses the SP5 forward model to calculate the composite
moments of fluence. The total fluence is then calculated using Eq. (3). The Jacobian is then
constructed using Eqs. (8a) and (8b) where log of amplitude and absolute phase are extracted
from the calculated total fluence. By eliminating the composite moments of fluence, however,
it is only possible to reconstruct for µa. and µs (assuming g = 0.9). This new reconstruction
algorithm is tested using SP5 forward data and the resulting optical map is shown in Fig.
12(a). The reconstruction has performed well recovering the optical parameters within 10% of
the target values. For comparison, the same forward data is also used to reconstruct optical
parameters using the DA based algorithm, Fig. 12(b). In this case, the target values have been
over-estimated and boundary artifact has been introduced, indicating the maximum errors seen
from high order model mismatch, is as expected near the source / detector positions, which
lead to image inaccuracy and artifacts.
4. Discussions and conclusions

Forward models for image reconstruction based on the simplified spherical harmonic
approximation have been presented. Sensitivity maps for amplitude and phase data are
calculated, Figs. 2 and 3, using SP7 and it is shown that the sensitivity of measured boundary
data for changes in the anisotropy factor are many orders of magnitude lower than those of
absorption and scattering coefficients. It is also shown that the sensitivity to both scattering
coefficient anisotropy factor is highly localized to the regions adjacent to the source and
detector (Figs. 2 and 3). This suggests that beyond a few scattering lengths, the light
distribution is fully diffuse and as such, distant changes in scattering and anisotropy factors
have little effect on measured data. Although it is possible to normalize the sensitivity maps
prior to use in image reconstruction [42], it is also evident that an increase in scattering
parameter will have an effect on boundary data which is opposite of that due to anisotropy
factor. This in turn indicates that an increase in one parameter can be compensated by a
decrease on the other and vice-versa. This effect is unlike that seen for absorption and
scattering, whereby the two parameters can be separated using log amplitude and phase data,
but it is unclear whether all 3 parameters can be resolved using these 2 data-types.
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Fig. 12. Diffusion based images from SP5 data using (a) SP5 based Jacobian and (b) SP1 based
Jacobian.

Through the use of error maps, whereby the difference in some reference data with respect
to data in the presence of an anomaly is calculated, it is shown that using frequency domain
data, it is possible to distinguish, with some accuracy, the absorption and scattering properties
of the medium, Fig. 5, which has also been presented previously [21]. The same principles
have been applied to higher order models and additionally the effect of the anisotropy factor
has been studied as well as the optical absorption and scatter. It is demonstrated, Fig. 6 and 7,
that using frequency domain data, a large and non-unique range of all three optical properties
can lead to the same measured data, indicating that it is not possible to reconstruct all three
parameters using only 2 data-types. This finding is in line with earlier results, Fig. 3, and
demonstrate that it is difficult to separate for both scattering and anisotropic factors
simultaneously using frequency domain data. Further work is needed to investigate whether
other data-types, for example using time resolved data, and / or spectral data, would allow
separation of these variables.
Residual maps for different orders of absorption coefficient (µan) as available using SPN
models have been calculated to investigate the possibility of resolving scattering and
anisotropy factors, if µan coefficients can be measured and calculated. It is shown, Fig. 8, that
even if all higher moments of the absorption coefficients can be calculated, there still exists a
large range of scattering and anisotropy factors that would lead to the same µan values, thus
indicating that these cannot be easily resolved.
Reconstruction algorithms based on the SPN approximation have been developed and
tested. For image reconstruction, the same FEM model as for the forward data was used and
no noise was added. The inverse crime has been strictly committed, since we are concerned
with the accuracy of each model in determining the unknown parameters associated with each
model. Additionally, noise free data have only used to only highlight the error seen due to
model mismatch, rather than the effects of noise within the data, which can show similar
trends. It was shown, Fig. 10(a)-(c), that for N = 1, 3 and 5 the reconstructions performed
well, with the reconstructed values being within 24% of expected values with the worse
results being obtained from SP1 and absorption coefficient. This accuracy could be further
improved by the optimization of the regularization parameter and stopping criteria. The N = 7
model, however, failed to accurately recover the target values, Fig. 10(d). The absorption
coefficient, although located, is extremely over estimated, with some cross-talk from the
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scattering value. The reconstructed scatter image contains high valued artifacts and can be
considered inaccurate. By limiting the presented results to these larger domain, it is also worth
noting that the majority of image artifacts are seen at the boundary, near the source locations,
where SP1 solution is known the be less accurate. It is therefore expected that the errors seen
due to the lack of higher order approximations to be substantially more significant in small
geometry imaging experiments. The poor performance of the SP7 model was most likely due
to the under-determined nature of the problem. As stated earlier, the SP7 model contains 8
unique unknown variables which need to be calculated at each spatial location (FEM node),
i.e. 14280 unknowns, based on just 1920 boundary measurements (240 log amplitude and 240
Phase, based on 16 co-located source and detectors and 4 composite moments of fluence). In
order to eliminate the large degree of freedoms, the accuracy of the reconstruction algorithms
was further improved by creating a better determined problem. This was achieved for the SP1,
SP3 and SP5 approximations with the use of prior information. The prior information was used
to identify a number of homogeneous regions, reducing the number of properties to be
recovered. This simplification of the problem led to improvements in all three of the
reconstructions (for N = 1, 3 and 5). Both the absorbing and scattering targets were accurately
recovered by all models to within 2%, Fig. 11.
The SPN equations are based on composite moments of fluence, Eq. (2). In reality,
however, experimental systems can only measure the total fluence at the boundary of the
domain and so the full SPN reconstruction algorithms are of limited use in image
reconstruction where all composite moments are needed. An alternative method has been
proposed in which the forward models are based on absolute fluence but the Jacobian matrix
was calculated using the SP5 model to allow the calculation of absorption (µa) and scattering
(µs) coefficient only. The diffusion parameter based images reconstructed from simulated SP5
data whereby the Jacobian is based on either SP1 or SP5, Fig. 12, indicate that although both
models can be used, the higher order model is more accurate both in terms of quantitative and
qualitative analysis. The target values of the test problem calculated using SP5 are recovered
with more accuracy as compared to the SP1 based model with much less artifact. Additionally,
eliminating the use of complex moments also results in decreased computation time and
memory requirements.
The results presented in this work indicate that for image reconstruction whereby the DA
is less valid, in for example, small animal imaging and / or where the absorption coefficient is
more dominant, the higher order models based on simplified spherical harmonics can be used
to generate the sensitivity matrix for diffusion based image reconstruction, without the
additional computation complexity in terms of the number of unknown parameters. The
incorporation of these more accurate models can however allow for a better accuracy in terms
of light propagation models.
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